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CABL Member Survey 

1. You are a member of CABL for:

 
Strongly 

Disagree
Disagree

Neither 

Disagree 

or Agree

Agree
Strongly 

Agree

Response 

Count

Networking and friendship 7.4% (2) 0.0% (0) 3.7% (1) 29.6% (8) 59.3% (16) 27

Continuing education 7.1% (2) 0.0% (0) 3.6% (1) 32.1% (9) 57.1% (16) 28

Inter-member library cooperation 7.7% (2) 0.0% (0) 15.4% (4) 50.0% (13) 26.9% (7) 26

Potato latkes 12.0% (3) 12.0% (3) 16.0% (4) 20.0% (5) 40.0% (10) 25

COMMENTS 

 
6

  answered question 28

  skipped question 0
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2. How would you like to see your CABL dues spent?

 
Strongly 

Disagree
Disagree

Neither 

Disagree 

or Agree

Agree
Strongly 

Agree

Response 

Count

Full or partial registration for CABL 

members to attend continuing 

education opportunities in the 

Phoenix area

7.1% (2) 3.6% (1) 3.6% (1) 39.3% (11) 46.4% (13) 28

Lunch or food at CABL events or 

continuing education opportunities
3.6% (1) 14.3% (4) 17.9% (5) 39.3% (11) 25.0% (7) 28

Establishment of separate 

scholarship fund for CABL 

members to attend local and 

national conferences

19.2% (5) 11.5% (3) 38.5% (10) 15.4% (4) 15.4% (4) 26

Local programming specifically for 

CABL members (invited CE or 

speakers)

3.8% (1) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 38.5% (10) 57.7% (15) 26

COMMENTS 

 
7

  answered question 28

  skipped question 0
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3. If you are interested in CABL supporting continuing education, you would prefer:

 
Strongly 

Disagree
Disagree

Neither 

Disagree 

or Agree

Agree
Strongly 

Agree

Response 

Count

Support of MLGSCA, MLA or other 

relevant webinars/events
3.6% (1) 3.6% (1) 0.0% (0) 35.7% (10) 57.1% (16) 28

Programs at CABL meetings 3.7% (1) 3.7% (1) 3.7% (1) 48.1% (13) 40.7% (11) 27

Scholarship to assist member 

attendance at out of town 

conferences

18.5% (5) 22.2% (6) 25.9% (7) 18.5% (5) 14.8% (4) 27

COMMENTS 

 
5

  answered question 28

  skipped question 0

4. Would you support a CABL Dues increase from $10 to $20 for 2013? As discussed at the 

December meeting, the RML is no longer providing funding for the MLA Webcasts ($400 

each). MLGSCA is providing funding for the 4/18 webcast and lunch. (CABL did not pay for 

CABL members who were not MLGSCA members to this webcast). An increase in dues 

income could allow CABL to sponsor attendance for CABL members to MLG and MLA local 

continuing education opportunities. CABL dues have not been increased in over 20+ years. 

Note: Any expenditure over $250 requires a membership vote.

 
Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

Yes 89.3% 25

No 10.7% 3

COMMENTS 

 
5

  answered question 28

  skipped question 0
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5. How else would you like your CABL dues spent? or any other comments!

 
Response 

Count

  2

  answered question 2

  skipped question 26
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Q1.  You are a member of CABL for:

1 I wish I could make it down for more events...including Mike's latkes! k Apr 17, 2012 10:23 AM

2 However you get points for adding the humorous question. Apr 10, 2012 2:56 PM

3 I don't attend meetings often because of all my current "duties as assigned", but
I do value my CABL membership and appreciate what CABL does, and I try to
send someone from my institution whenever schedules allow.

Apr 10, 2012 1:28 PM

4 No always necessary to have CE, programming or speakers. Apr 10, 2012 12:56 PM

5 :-)  I'm a new member - potato latkes sound great!  The April 18th event is the
first I'll be attending since joining in February or March.

Apr 10, 2012 12:27 PM

6 but only Mike's potato latkes! Apr 10, 2012 11:56 AM

Q2.  How would you like to see your CABL dues spent?

1 And while I like the idea of local programming - how has our attendence been to
the local programming events that CABL has sponsored in the past?

Apr 11, 2012 8:38 AM

2 I marked the middle choice on #3 but I'm leaning against. Apr 10, 2012 2:56 PM

3 I would rather see dues spent on CE opportunities & scholarships to members
than food.  In fact, scholarships would be a great new perk of membership.  Love
that idea!

Apr 10, 2012 1:28 PM

4 CABL members pay for own food out of pocket. CABL dues for MLA, MLG or
local speakers. "CABL cover portion or all of cost, members pay remainder if
attending.

Apr 10, 2012 12:56 PM

5 I believe that scholarship funds need to be kept seprate from the main funds and
fund raising would need to play a role in it.

Apr 10, 2012 11:50 AM

6 I would prefer for CABL not to establish a scholarship fund.  I think we are too
small of a group to offer this and I think it has long term sustainabilty issues.  Are
we going to rely on personal donations for the fund?

Apr 10, 2012 11:46 AM

7 I think we should open our CE and programs to others so we can make money
instead of just our membership dues. We need to do a better job of marketing
our programs like SLA and the Arizona Association of Law Libraries. They attract
other organizations members and it costs to attend their programs and
workshops.

Apr 10, 2012 11:42 AM
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Q3.  If you are interested in CABL supporting continuing education, you would prefer:

1 I like the idea of scholarship but what is the criteria to award them? Who
decides? We really dont have enough money to sponsor much meaningful out of
state unless we were awarding to one member a year or something like that --
back to criteria and who decides?

Apr 11, 2012 8:38 AM

2 Again I guess I'd need to see this fleshed out more before I'd vote for it. Apr 10, 2012 2:56 PM

3 It is getting more & more difficult to find funding for out-of-state travel to
conferences, so providing scholarships would really help meet needs of medical
librarians & paraprofessionals.  At my institution, if my director approves the
travel then the air/hotel/meals is typically covered but sometimes my own T&D
dept won't cover registration, so any help with that would be great.

Apr 10, 2012 1:28 PM

4 if we provide scholarships will that scholarships be used for registration fees,
travel and/or hotel accomodations or what exactly.

Apr 10, 2012 1:24 PM

5 Prefer continuing education that comes witih MLA CE credits if you are spending
money.  Also, it's a good idea to support MLGSCA and MLA events as it's so
expensive to bring presenters to AZ.

Apr 10, 2012 11:46 AM

Q4.  Would you support a CABL Dues increase from $10 to $20 for 2013?  

As discussed at the December meeting, the RML is no longer providing funding for the MLA Webcasts ($400
each). MLGSCA is providing funding for the 4/18 webcast and lunch. (CABL did not pay for CABL members who
were not MLGSCA m...

1 $20 is still a great deal, particularly if you're able to begin offering scholarship
funds, even if in small amounts to begin with.

Apr 10, 2012 1:28 PM

2 CABL members who want to attend MLG programming should become MLG
members or pay additional cost.

Apr 10, 2012 12:56 PM

3 $20 sounds fine - I'm a new member so I don't have a long expectation.  Also, for
the 4/18 event, when I saw that MLGSCA members are free and it was only $10
more (than the CABL registration fee) to become an MLGSCA member, I just
joined that group as well.  So, I guess if an extra $10 goes to CABL and then
MLGSCA events are free, that's even better, but either way is good.  :-)

Apr 10, 2012 12:27 PM

4 I remember Kay Deeny saying that the RML could not support EVERY webcast,
but probably every other one.

Apr 10, 2012 12:03 PM

5 thank you for creating this survey. Apr 10, 2012 11:30 AM

Q5.  How else would you like your CABL dues spent? or any other comments!

1 would like access to self-paced webinars as it is difficult to attend at the times Apr 12, 2012 9:14 AM
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Q5.  How else would you like your CABL dues spent? or any other comments!

they are offered.

2 Bring in experts from out of town for programs relevant for the membership. Apr 10, 2012 11:42 AM


